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sitting here hidden

birds are echoing
 

in the tree



thanks to flowers that 

in times of suffering are
 

able to give joy



sunbeams through the clouds

reflections from flowering trees

the shadows make an impression



violets in my hair
  

I’m careless and I’m so free

 walking om pink clouds



When the sun shines here
 

the flowers are gorgeous

everything is pretty



I wish I could fly

feel the wind and taste the air
 

but windows are closed 



spring is on it's way

when the forest begins to bloom

now I want summer



come and stay with us

  we're waiting for our queen to
 
  lift her splendid crown



everything is starting to turn out

new buds and leaves will appear

differently



    I thought of summer 
               

    thought of the flowers that bloom

                    and I felt reborn



when the sunlight shines

the buds turn into flowers

the sea welcomes me



spinning blue and green

do your best to keep it clean

peaceful and pretty

sitting on a bench

contemplating the street lights

with a disturbed sight



beauty is everywhere

especially in a flower
 

nature is beauty



spring

warmth

new efforts



When spring says ”hello"

the sun shines in the sky here

I am so happy



thanks to flowers that 

in times of suffering are 

able to give joy



spring
 

everything starts to grow
 

we wake up again 



lovely dandelion

  endure a fiery kiss on

  your honey forehead



red and yellow light

crowned heads paint a clear image

spring awakening



spring has come

buds turn into flowers

the flowers come with peace



Beauty around us

always the colourful sky

sunrise to sunset



The sky is so blue

The sun is so warm up hight

I love the summer



flowers give us joy

they are graceful and precious

the gold of the Earth



blue, tender head and

  melancholy on his face

  speak — spring is coming 



six in the morning

merciful heads washed with dew

are greeting the sun 



I like to clean heart
 

I love to recycle cans

Earth day is awesome


